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« It is historical evolution which tends to abolish history, in 
particular by relegating to the past, to the unconscious, all the 
«lateral possibles» which have been excluded; it thus comes to be 
forgotten that the « natural attitude » that the phenomenologists 
refer to, that is, the primary experience of the world as self-
evident, is a socially constructed relationship, as are the 
perceptual schemes that make it possible”.» 

Pierre Bourdieu, Méditations Pascaliennes 
 
 
 
 
When Denmark adopted a law on same-sex partnerships in 1989, the news struck the 
world. It was the first law ever to authorize the union of same-sex couples and was 
celebrated as equal to heterosexual marriage. It took few years to spread to the other 
Nordic countries. Why there?  
Nordic countries pioneered the gender-neutral policy of family relationships basically in 
reforming their marriage laws very early and giving more attention to that social rights 
would be attributed on individual basis rather than on family basis. Unmarried women 
obtained civil rights as soon as the mid 19th century, then it was the turn of the married 
ones by the end of the century. Equal rights towards property and children were set 
between men and women introducing more social reforms. It would be far too simplistic 
to see lying there the only reasons. This would however privilege the hypothesis of a 
political evidence sustaining that if family and marriage were not anymore ruled by 
gender differences, there would be no reason to grant anymore same-gender couples the 
access to a legal form of union. Moreover, society as conceived by the Nordic Welfare 
States would have to enforce the equality towards this type of couple as well as others.  
Changes occurring in the Nordic countries were soon followed by others with different 
legal choices. It is easily arguable that the form of registered partnerships was adopted in 
the North of Europe due to the internal organisation of Norden. It however spread in a 
more or less similar type in The Netherlands while they were reflected at the opening of 
marriage. Different choices were made in the other countries. What are the main features 
of these choices and the interactions of this ongoing process of appearance of same-sex 
unions’ laws? Can we see deeply rooted in the societies, the genesis of the different 
processes that would, for instance, reveal that it is possible somewhere and not 
elsewhere?  
A parallel analysis of these phenomena in a broad perspective is necessary to understand 
the step from the law to its use and the meaning of the different levels of recognition of 
the couple as well. 
At what level of efficiency, the relation between the State and the people, can produce 
laws that open society upon differences and that reflects also, on the right of everybody 
to be part of this society? 
Another level of interrogation leads to wonder the behaviours of the individuals facing 
these new laws, the connection between the existence of the laws and their use, the link 
between the States and their legislations to the people concerned. To what types of needs 
these laws were answering and were they the same in all the countries, moreover, what 
were the reactions towards the registration in it? 
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All these considerations lead to different investigations in the historical, legal and social 
area of research. 
 
 
Facts towards equality: Law factors and social meanings of the law 
 
By 2002, nine countries had adopted a national law on the registration of same-sex 
couples, some countries like Spain or Switzerland, strongly decentralised, had regional 
laws.  
The analysis of these laws is basic to the understanding of their use by the persons 
concerned. It should be done in a comparative perspective as nine countries meant nine 
different laws. From marriage in The Netherlands and Belgium, pacs in France or 
Lebenspartnerschaft in Germany, to registered or confirmed partnerships in the other 
countries, the contents of the laws were somewhat more diverse than one thought 
heterosexual marriage was1.  
To compare their intrinsic significance, Kees Waaldijk has put the legal consequences 
attached to the new laws in each country in parallel with the marriage laws and the 
(sometimes) more informal cohabitation rights opened to couples, either heterosexual or 
homosexual, in order to think in terms of equality. Basically, what are the consequences, 
positive or negative, of the different laws that acknowledge legally the union of a couple? 
This analysis of legal situations, showing the distance between the registered and the not 
registered, between the heterosexually married and the heterosexually not married, and 
also between the heterosexually married and the registered, meant to reveal the 
differences between the registered (or homosexually married) couples and those, which 
are not and show the various levels of recognition that the law of their country proposes 
to them.  
Regarding the difference between the legal positions of homosexual and heterosexual 
couples, one essential question is the distance between "registered" and married, the 
distance being also a potential factor of registration or refusal of registration for 
homosexuals, as a matter of equality or/and marriage value.  
From a strict legal point of view, are the registered partnerships and the same-sex couples 
unions laws a poor substitute to marriage or are homosexuals placed with full parity to 
heterosexuals?  
One assumption underlying this analysis was that the existence of material and immaterial 
rights reserved to the registered couples could support the practice of the registration and 
that in the countries where these rights are most numerous or/and profitable, the 
registration could be more frequent. The manner of how people apprehend the law and 
their degree of knowledge of their field of application being still unknown, the level of 
influence of legal factors on people’s will is still to show. However, because of a long time 
stigmatisation, because of a social demand reflecting social needs, it is likely that 
homosexuals know more about the laws everybody had access to but them.  
Not surprisingly, the main finding of Kees Waaldijk is that the heterosexual relationship is 
by far legally privileged and grants access to more rights than the homosexual one, in all 
countries, even The Netherlands and Belgium which allow marriage for same-sex couples. 
The main rights attached to marriage that are absent or partial in the same-sex laws are 
those related to parenting. However, some differences exist also in various areas of the 
laws, even in the countries with the least rights attached to marriage like Sweden.  
The extension to cohabitation of the information gathered by Kees Waaldijk shows how 
much informal couples are taken into consideration by the law, even if, in most of the 
countries, it is not necessary to declare one’s cohabitation (only Iceland provides such 
registration’s possibility). In this case once more, heterosexual couples are privileged.  

                                                      
1 This proves to be wrong: a side finding of the study is that marriage hides under one identical word 
as many different meanings and legal consequences as the same-sex unions’ laws in the different 
countries. 
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One can see here a linear coherence of the law which works gradually in each category, 
the cohabitation offering less rights than the registering, but offers rights non accessible 
to the single people. In the same way, except with regard to the parentality, the 
registered homosexual couples have often more rights and duties that cohabiting 
heterosexuals. Even in the countries, which cover pretty well cohabitation, the premium 
to the registering is increasingly more significant. 
The difference between the rights and constraints of both types of partnerships, legalised 
same-sex unions and heterosexual marriage, is also pointed by Ian Sumner, in his 
examination of the termination of partnerships, the easiness of some termination modes 
showing, up to him, the little consideration accorded to same-sex partnerships. 
Regarding the distance between informal cohabitation and marriage or registered 
partnerships that could directly be of influence towards registration, the point is 
important, even if, in The Netherlands and Sweden, the latter being one of the countries 
where informal cohabitation is the most protected, the difference of termination’s 
procedure tends to disappear. 
Overall, Kees Waaldijk comparative detailed data gathered in the nine countries by nine 
specialised lawyers is an invaluable source of documentation that needs to be exploited 
further on. It didn’t only draw a picture of the legal situation of heterosexual and 
homosexual couples but also a true portrait of the country-specific legal and social 
orientations. Whether people know the effects of the laws, and in what way, a law is 
more attractive to their particular situation is another story that may be left to 
sociological analysis. 
 
From the political sphere to public reception 
For a better understanding of the laws, and also their effect, it is also essential to go 
further back to their origins. How the law has appeared and has been constructed. What 
role for the politics, the involvement of the parties concerned and for the population?  
From the rough analysis of the laws and their effect, one moves slightly to the meaning of 
them. 
Screening of the specific contextual and historical factors that led to the adoption of the 
laws intends to reveal how the society had welcome the laws and what kind of interaction 
had played a role in their construction, the further step being more country-specific 
studies of the national debates that have surrounded the construction of the laws and that 
put a light on the choices made by the States in selecting their types of legislation. More 
precisely, it is commonly assessed that a careful study of the “making of” the laws, 
political discussions and scientific arguments used during their preparation and after their 
entry into force, can give an insight into broader concerns on specific social schemes; 
reviewing the kind of arguments which have been used in the different countries could 
reveal different public, social, legal stakes. Further on, an analysis of how the topic has 
been brought up in the debates is also significant of the different positions towards 
homosexuality as well as its level of social recognition.  
Regarding same-sex unions laws, in the majority of the countries concerned, the first 
basic observation is that once over the discussions, more or less passionate, leading to the 
passing of the laws, calm and silence have surrounded the topic. How to interpret this 
silence? 
Despite the findings of Kees Waaldijk that none of the laws was that equal to marriage, 
the general impression, what governments tried sometimes to make believe also-whether 
they managed to success or not-, is that the will was to offer equal opportunities for 
same-sex couples. It surely has an importance in the pioneering countries as shown 
already by Hrefna Friðriksdóttir2. It was less obvious for others. Little has been 
investigated so far outside the Norden influence.  
One of the main topics of discussion in the local debates – or the one that raised the most 
controversial and passionate fights- was the issue of parenting and the questioning of the 

                                                      
2 Hrefna Friðriksdóttir.- The Nordic gay and lesbian «marriage»: No children allowed.- Harvard Law 
School LLM paper, 1996, mimeo.- 144 p.  
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family law. But, why what was so controversial at one point became obvious for all so 
quickly, or at least not anymore a matter of discussion? 
Perhaps the answer might be found in the light of French studies performed around the 
pacs by Daniel Borrillo and Eric Fassin from one hand, and Wilfried Rault on the other 
hand, investigating the symbolic order. They show that in France, the debate was more on 
symbolic matters than on practical grounds and that little, if any, controversy was left to 
discuss once over. Marriage and filiation in the centre of the debates had lost their 
passionate interest once it has been acknowledged they were not in danger. In fact, the 
French pacs, as the registered partnerships in the Nordic countries, created a new 
institution, and therefore, once established, didn’t threaten anymore directly the 
marriage, having a life of its own.  
Sustaining this hypothesis, Guðný Björk Eydal and Kolbeinn Stefánsson think that creating 
a separate framework for same-sex relationships prevents the State from re-thinking the 
heterosexual relationships, which was a, maybe unconscious, but underlying, stake. When 
a new category appears, it questions the previous ones and the legalisation of 
homosexuality first, then the legalisation of the homosexual couple give a name to what 
until then remained implicit: if the State was to “create” an homosexual couple, it was in 
comparison to an heterosexual couple. Or, who, until then, had questioning at such level, 
the existence of heterosexuality? If heterosexuality were not anymore the unique norm, 
what would be the consequences on its privileges?  
In scanning through the details whether they could or not grant some more rights to same-
sex couples, the State and legislators had to look to the “reference” and, inevitably, the 
heterosexual hegemonism has not been left untouched, even if it remains dominant.  
In Sweden, Jens Rydström sees the registered partnerships law in the continuity of the 
political wish of the Swedish State to lock homosexuals in a new category so they can be 
clearly identified. The Swedish State seems more confident than the French or the 
Icelandic ones in its power to assume the categorisation of its society. Why? It is often 
underlined that decisions are taken after large public and technical consultations among 
specialists when changes in law are to be done3. Jens Rydström raises the question of the 
assimilation –indeed the mix-up- by the people of State and society, the State, in its will 
to control and integrate mixing private and public in a very confusing way. That could be 
why integration didn’t lead the State neither to open marriage nor to use the same 
symbolic features as for married people. Small details of distinction between the two 
categories are kept that can be interpreted in different ways. The remaining challenge, 
now the law passed, is whether same-sex couples will be strong enough to get 
appropriation of terms reserved to marriage in order to carry on, in the symbolic domain, 
regardless the State will.  
This question of categories that would divide society is persistent, and it is significant too 
that discussions in France on the pacs, once the law passed, are coming back in the media 
front pages when one underlines the decrease of marriage numbers, as the pacs is also 
accessible to heterosexual couples. It is when it threatens the heterosexual order that the 
homosexual union disturbs, when one wishes to establish filiation like with medical 
assisted procreation in Denmark, adoption in other countries, etc. In France, where the 
progress of reason didn’t drive the legislator to attempt to grant equality to same-sex 
couples, when it was in the preparation phase, the attention focused on homosexuality 
and what should be granted to homosexuals. Few years after, the pacs suspected by the 
media to attract mostly heterosexuals raised some questions but not in a passionate way 
as it was during the previous debates. The formal opponents from the right political 
parties are now advocating its consolidation in defence against the opening of marriage 

                                                      
3 Indeed, in ten years time, the Swedes have conducted two extended surveys on the conditions of 
the homosexuals, in 1984 that led to adopt anti-discrimination laws and a law on homosexual 
cohabitation, and in 1993, in the perspective of the law on same-sex partnerships. In 2001, reflecting 
on homosexuals and family, they issued another sizeable report to support the adoption law that 
grants as much rights to the homosexuals as to the heterosexuals to adopt a child, including 
international adoption, that was left aside by The Netherlands.  
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claimed now by the Green and Left parties, in a desperate movement of self-defence of 
conservative features… Difficulties to reflect the changes of society and the will to stick 
to known categories are underlined if put into light. Homosexuals’ claims to legal 
protections for their couples and families raised questions on what the couple and the 
family are?  
But how to explain that what is political in France is found rather depoliticised in Iceland? 
Guðný Björk Eydal and Kolbeinn Stefánsson show that a favourable context was 
progressively but quickly created when questions were raised around the rights of 
homosexuals in the beginning of the eighties. When France tried to avoid the debate on 
social principles, Iceland as the other Nordic countries tackled straight into them. When 
France was trying to disguise the grant of some rights to same-sex couples in the context 
of Aids essential needs in a contract also available for the heterosexuals, Iceland and 
other Nordic countries were pleading for the pedagogic virtues of their laws4, sustaining a 
follow-up of their reflection by the creation of committees, actions in school, etc. If the 
de-politicised context was also explained in Iceland by the influence of Norden, a closer 
look on the Parliament debates and votes shows no indication that any party had a 
particular view on the topic. This was there rather a question of persons supporting 
clearly or not the bill on their own believes, discussion in the political area not being 
taken over by the population. Does this comparison between both countries give an 
indication of the political atmosphere and the society acceptance on both sides?  
A lot is learnt from the preparation of the laws. Each country had a different manner to 
work out a new law, though the Nordic countries tend to have had the same approach in 
this case. The registered partnerships’ laws have been the results of broad consultation of 
many spheres of research, administration and, society. It gave information on the 
situation of homosexuals, their needs and wills regarding their social life, not only the life 
in couple. The question of homosexuality has been broadly tackled. Other countries had a 
pure political approach like France where the law was presented by members of the 
Parliament with their own networks, mostly in connection with homosexual associations 
and no doubt that the Nordic studies explaining the needs of homosexuals gave more 
weight in the perspective to elaborate the new laws. 
Of course, the hypothesis of diffusion is heavily sustained in the Nordic countries and 
especially in Iceland, the last of the Norden sphere (Finland lagged behind for the law only 
passed in 2002) to adopt the registered partnership law and, for instance, regarding the 
adoption topic, the example of Denmark has been called to move towards any direction.  
In France, the context was completely different, the “republican values” motto leading to 
a brand new law that would be accessible to both hetero- and homosexuals, the political 
climate being tense in front of the challenge to make disappear the homosexual purpose 
behind the republicanism. 
On the political ground, the case of Belgium presented by Martine Corijn is also 
interesting. In Belgium, it seems that the opening of the marriage law appeared suddenly 
with no particular old roots. Belgium had passed a law on Legal cohabitation in 1998 that 
was opened to same-sex couples as well as other form of cohabitations (different sex 
couples, or siblings couples) and there is no clear explanation found between the 
evolution from one to another as it is in The Netherlands for example where the marriage 
law was underlying the discussions around the register partnerships’ one. In Belgium, 
studies on homosexuality are scarce, delimited in one domain, psychology, and the topic 
didn’t raise much more interest until now. However, Belgium is the centre of European 
institutions that are acting a lot on the ground of antidiscrimination laws. Moreover, the 
Belgian government, with Flemish ministers in the key positions, was closely watching 
what their Dutch neighbours were doing. 
In Spain, a country that didn’t have yet a national law in 2002 and that was studied by 
José Ignacio Pichardo Galán, same trends than in France are noticed. By a close 

                                                      
4 Digoix, Marie & Festy, Patrick.- L’Etat, la loi et le couple homosexuel : l’esprit nordique.- Paper 
presented at the XVIIe Congrès de l’association internationale des sociologues de langue française, 
Tours, 5-9 juillet 2004, CR 03, sociologie du droit.- 17 p. 
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examination of the adoption debates and laws, one can clearly see that the politicians 
were trying to get rid of the decision in calling in for social scientists’ expertise of what 
should have been a matter of pure political decision. Everything has often been treated as 
if family was not a social, therefore political, construction as the recent researches by 
Rémi Lenoir in the footsteps of Pierre Bourdieu have shown5. Eric Fassin has perfectly 
analysed as well the use of the science as a science of usages6.  
Is it possible to see in the long length Nordic studies and these attempts to refer to a 
scientific legitimacy, a social difference to tackle the question? 
Today one sees clearly the political shift in the case of Spain, since it is by a pure political 
decision, supported by numerous survey polls that indicate that the population is 
favourable, that the opening of marriage is about to be realised by a new government 
from the Left.  
All these insights of the little will of the political class to sustain the debates are closely 
akin to the findings of Rune Halvorsen when studying the Norwegian debates7. From an 
analysis of the parliament members and their positions towards the law, he determined 
they nearly were all with a high educational background that couldn’t possibly oppose the 
human and equality values borne by the laws and, for the most extreme, had to consider 
how to balance between their personal conviction (mainly Christian values) and what they 
imagine the population would expect from them.  
 
Does public opinion exist? 
Far from the pioneer Nordic countries and the particularities of Spain, let’s examine in 
detail the case of The Netherlands, which was the first country to open the marriage law. 
Why?  
One of the assumptions that would favour not only the early emergence of the laws but 
also the registration process, is that the general population is likely to welcome both in 
good terms. This kind of analysis is difficult to conduct, the results hard to evaluate as 
part of an estimation of the social context. Nevertheless, some quantitative surveys like 
the World and European Values surveys that are meant to be comparative, have been 
tentatively working in this direction for years. The kind of information given by this type 
of surveys is a bit tricky, especially regarding the topic of homosexuality, and one can also 
read in the questions themselves, the still existing gap between the usual and the 
exceptional. But in the general vacuum of information we are facing, everything that 
exists is needed, on condition that it is controlled, especially by other sources8.  
Bas van de Meerendonk and Peer Scheepers, have driven their investigation towards the 
study of the population with this kind of material. Starting from the results of a European 
Gallup survey poll held in 2003, where The Netherlands was, with Denmark, the country 
the most favourable to same-sex marriage, they got a closer look at the Dutch population 
and the socio demographic characteristics that are likely to favour this tendency, using 
the 2000 Dutch social survey.  
It is confirmed that women, younger cohorts, the most educated and the least religious 
people are among those who favour equal rights for all. Not surprising is that tolerance to 
homosexuality is higher in the countries that have same-sex unions’ laws as Osmo Kontula 
shows in his analysis of comparative European sex surveys. 
Strengthening these findings, Lee Badgett also used the World Values Surveys mixed with 
innovative material to investigate the social climate of the countries she studied in order 
to give a picture of levels of tolerance to homosexuality.  
                                                      
5 Lenoir, Rémi.- Généalogie de la morale familiale.- Paris : Editions du Seuil, 2003.- 587 p. ; 
Bourdieu, Pierre.- "A propos de la famille comme catégorie sociale réalisée".- Actes de la recherche 
en sciences sociales, n°100, décembre, 1993, p. 32-36. 
6 Fassin, Eric.- "Usage de la science et science des usages : à propos des familles homoparentales".- 
L’homme, n°154-155, 2000, p.391-408. 
7 Halvorsen, Rune.- "The Ambiguity of Lesbian and Gay Marriages. Change and Continuity in the 
Symbolic Order".- Journal of Homosexuality, n°35, 3/4, 1998, p. 207-231. 
8 Bourdieu, Pierre.- "L'opinion publique n'existe pas".- Les Temps modernes, n°318, 1973, p. 1292-
1309. 
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Using a set of original indicators in a bi-directional framework, she screened countries 
with and without same-sex partnerships laws to identify the major factors existing in ones 
and not in the others, which support the idea that the existence of the laws, if clearly 
economically and socially anchored, is still politically linked. 
A close study on the political positions would be necessary to determine the arguments 
presented and if the Icelandic and Norwegian findings are particular or not to the Nordic 
area, if the role of public opinion of what is usually said or used as, is considered or not 
and at which level. 
The political role and the population acceptance, or moreover, the interaction of both, 
are still to evaluate and this makes us call for more studies in this area. 
 
 
What sexual identity?: The number and its construction 
 
To identify the population at risk is the main question of the statistical purpose. For a 
sharp quantification of the process of registration, it would be necessary to know the 
number of homosexuals. It is of course impossible, sexuality not being established forever, 
and still subjected to stigmatisation. A more realistic approach is to evaluate the number 
of homosexual couples and to compare it to the number of those which register. However, 
the scarcity of the statistical sources makes not possible to count the homosexuals, nor 
the same-sex couples, even if in some countries sources reveal information on their 
coresidence.  
 
The homosexual couple 
In the field of the estimation of cohabitation, one important source of information that 
remains to be investigated, is the population registers. Research on fecundity and its link 
to the raise of births out of wedlock and decrease of marriage, led to conduct research on 
heterosexual cohabitation.  
Cohabitation statistics are available for heterosexual couples in Denmark and Finland 
where they are technically feasible, it will be soon the case in the other Nordic countries, 
but what about the release of same-sex cohabitation data that for the moment remains 
hidden as sensible data? Those statistics are held back by the statistical institutes without 
any wider consultation, even with homosexual representatives such as the gay and lesbian 
associations.  
A recent study that led Canada to add a new category (same-sex partner) in the 
population census had shown that, with respect of anonymity, homosexuals’ associations 
and representatives are quite opened to this kind of changes that integrate in the 
society9. 
 
The first analyse of same-sex coresidence has been made by the Dutch statisticians, Carel 
Harmsen and Liesbeth Steenhof. From the Dutch population registers that give the family 
ties and precise individual addresses, they tried to evaluate co-residency of two persons 
of the same-sex using a refined and complex model that gets rid of most of the hazardous 
cases, like student coresidency for example. They thus have been able to draw a picture 
of a potential cohabiting population of same-sex among which they found 5% married and 
10 % in registered partnerships, giving a first insight of the proportion of persons willing to 
register their union.  
Using the same scheme but with a different tool, the French population census, the study 
by Marie Digoix, Patrick Festy and Bénédicte Garnier is reaching the same conclusions 
regarding the socio-demographic profile of the population thus found and compared.  
Questions are still remaining: are they really homosexuals and are they the only 
homosexuals living in a couple relationship? Of course not. Everything leads to think that 
                                                      
9 Turcotte, Pierre; Renaud, Viviane & Cunningham, Ron.- Same-sex relationships and sexual 
orientation in Canada: Data, concepts and methodological issues- Paper presented at the 2003 PAA 
Meeting, Minneapolis, May 2003.- 32 p. 
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most of the homosexual couples that coreside are included in the population found but 
what about the others, what about the non-cohabiting couples that are, as for example 
Michael Bochow shows with the Press Gay Surveys conducted among volunteers samples in 
Germany, up to a rate of 50 %, the living apart together scheme being until now the most 
popular in the homosexual circles?  
The Press Gay surveys conducted in some European countries among volunteer samples 
depict the most visible part of the population with accuracy. Despite their inherent 
biases, they are thus, especially when they are conducted regularly and analysed on a 
period of more than ten years like Michael Bochow did, or previously Michael Pollak and 
Marie Ange Schiltz in France10, precious to characterize the homosexual population, 
independently from their life modes, but also from their living arrangements. It’s the best 
quantitative source of information on homosexuals so far.  
From these surveys, they have been able to draw a picture of the homosexual relationship 
as rather the existence of a steady partnership than a couple. The steady partnership 
identifies one or more regular partner, with or without exclusivity, with or without 
coresidence. The share is sexual, sometimes emotional and often not material, while the 
laws ruling same-sex unions being based on the heterosexual model of the couple are 
directed towards the closest to heterosexual behaviours. 
In the case of Germany, the over 10-year period covered by the study led to characterize 
the population with over the years coherent findings. In focusing on the last survey 
conducted in 2003, 49% of men declaring a steady partnership among whom 41% are living 
together are quite similar to results found in France in the 2000 wave11. In the last 
German wave, 2/3 of the population in steady relationship expressed a positive attitude 
towards domestic partnership which tackles directly the link between steady relationship, 
cohabitation and registration.  
The major socio-demographic characteristics found in Press gay surveys are matching with 
the population found in the Dutch and French studies, which leads us to conclude that, 
especially when dealing with fragile data, multiplying the sources and methods are 
essential to our purpose. 
But this kind of surveys touches mostly men, still leaving to the unknown the lesbian 
population. The quasi-total absence of knowledge on lesbian couple in particular and more 
generally on lesbianism is rather problematic. Lesbianism has been treated by literature 
or most recently by philosophy and cultural studies in the light of feminism, but scarcely 
by social sciences.  
This lack of information is merely a question of historical conditions. Most of the social 
surveys performed among the homosexuals have been conducted in the Aids context and 
thus were, and still are, mostly related to men. This leads us to a paradoxical situation 
where the access to legal statistical sources, like in the Nordic countries and in the 
Netherlands, opens to more information than it has ever been on the lesbian couple, 
leaving the researchers to even more questions.  
 
The lowest common denominator 
The Dutch and French studies were based on the couple, as a population potentially to 
register, the German one on the homosexual male community, but what about the overall 
population at risk?  
One will wonder if homo/bi-sexual populations even exist, given hetero/homo/bi-sexuality 
are not once-for-all characters. Sex surveys are confronted with such questions. If the 
reliability of any information on this topic is to be questioned, cross-national comparisons 
are even more difficult to build.  

                                                      
10 Schiltz, Marie-Ange.- "Le couple homosexuel : un ordinaire insolite".- Actes de la recherche en 
sciences sociales, n°125, "Homosexualités", 1998, p. 30-43. 
11 Adam, Philippe ; Hauet, Eric & Caron, Caroline.- Recrudescence des prises de risque et des MST 
parmi les gays: résultats de l'enquête Presse gay 2000.- Paris : Ministère de l'emploi et de la 
solidarité, ANRS, INVS, 2001.- 56 p. 
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Osmo Kontula has dug into that direction to give a broad overview of national sex surveys 
and how they parted with the issue of sexual behaviours, sexual orientation and self-
identification. The question of definition here is of major importance as sex surveys in 
general population suffer from the low number of homosexual prevalence if the sample is 
not large enough. However, many obstacles prevent from giving the reliable data we’re 
looking for. Among others, the definition of bisexuality is examined and identified as a 
main bias, as well as the definition of sexual intercourse. Thus, the wording of 
questionnaires is paramount in the countries but still more crucial with comparative 
purposes. From the analysis of the existing surveys, Osmo Kontula has been able to draw 
some recommendations that would be essential to future research. 
Regarding the living arrangements, the surveys are of course less orientated towards them 
than towards the sexual behaviours. The interest of homosexuality has been raised by the 
increase of Aids and thus is related to the mode of transmission, slightly extended to 
sociological features and mostly concerning men sexuality. Moreover, although a slight 
relapse is noticed, trends in HIV contamination and therefore prevention are now turned 
to heterosexuals, which leads to think that raising funds to specifically study homosexual 
population is not anymore a priority.  
Most surprisingly for the years thereafter, the general concern in Europe didn’t lead to 
build comparative tools and most of the surveys conducted are scarcely comparable, 
except, to a certain extent, the NEM surveys which Osmo Kontula has focused on and 
compared to US experiences.  
 
 
Those who did it… 
 
To be able to register their couple, people should not be married. Their age must be 
higher than a legal minimum. These two conditions define a population "likely" to register. 
The ratio of the annual number of registration to this population is a measurement of the 
frequency of the registration more precise than the ratio with the total population. It also 
can be done according to the sex (male couples and female couples) and according to age. 
An international comparison is possible on this basis and a first analysis reveals a great 
diversity between countries and men and women12.  
From population registers, Gunnar Andersson, Turid Noack, Ane Seierstad and Harald 
Weedon-Fekjær have performed the first detailed analysis of the population in registered 
partnerships in Norway, where the law passed in 1993, and Sweden, where it happened in 
1995. The study put together raw data of registration coupled with a vast range of 
background information taken from different population registers that give longitudinal 
history of family dynamics of each person involved in a partnership and provide so a 
detailed socio-demographic profile of the population concerned.  
This study is very rich in information that meant to feed sociological analyses, as the raw 
results need further investigation to fully understand the findings. Once again, the results 
are matching perfectly well with what others have found in the different types of analysis 
previously described, such as surveys and censuses sustaining the interest of multiplying 
sources, techniques and disciplines. 
A larger set of data allowed them to perform a comparison with heterosexual married 
population in Sweden. At the couple level, the profile of the homosexual population 
clearly differs from the heterosexual one. Higher age at union, higher age-gap between 
the partners, high educational attainment, high concentration in metropolitan areas or 
more foreigners involved in partnerships, everything concurs to suggest that the same 
population than with the studies on cohabitation has been reached. 
The destiny of registered couples is of living together, separating or to undergo the loss of 
one of the partners. Interviews conducted among divorced people have shown that a lot 
                                                      
12 See Digoix, Marie, Festy, Patrick & Waaldijk, Kees.- Same-sex couples and heteronormativity.- 
Paper presented at the Population Association of America 2004 annual meeting, Boston, April 1-3, 
2004.- 23 p. 
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can be learnt from the dissolution of an union on the reasons and conditions which had led 
to its formation. The study of Norway and Sweden analysed in a comparative perspective 
by Gunnar Andersson and colleagues has provided some results that question a lot, for 
instance that the frequency of separations is not far from that of the divorce; it is 
stronger for women than for men.  
 
The type of analysis conducted on Nordic statistics cannot be replicated in France, as 
demonstrated by Marie-Ange Schiltz. The fact that registered partnership gives same-sex 
couples a civil status that enters a recording process -as all public acts- is not true in 
France, where pacs doesn’t alter the civil status –the “pacsed” remaining single- and 
where statistics are not available at the individual level. The French state through its 
statisticians feels not only uncomfortable with the informal homosexual couple, which it 
makes disappear from its census, as shown in the Marie Digoix, Patrick Festy & Bénédicte 
Garnier paper, but also with those who chose to legalize their relation in a pacs, since 
those, in the majority of the new conducted surveys, are by law assimilated with single 
people. This leads Marie-Ange Schiltz to question the validity of the category “civil 
status13” since, to give a correct view of the real life modes, it is necessary to add 
complementary questions regarding, for instance, the cohabitation, a lot more relevant 
information nowadays. This category, which used to be essential but was altered by 
population behaviours initiated by the decline of marriage, is now distorted by the State 
itself. Let’s notice with her that what is not anymore relevant now about heterosexual 
living arrangements is nearly the only reliable source of information for homosexual 
couples, an information moreover altered that the French government assorted the pacs 
law with the prohibition of releasing any legal statistics by sex and age14.  
 
 
The social and the symbolic 
 
Having reviewed all the phenomena that interfere with the laws and the registration, the 
technical features of statistical evaluations needed and the registered figures, let’s return 
to where everything started, the individual and its behaviour.  
 
The Space of possibles 
The symbolic aspects of changes in society are difficult to tackle. All the papers presented 
in this volume gave a broad overview of the research tracks to follow. The recent years 
have seen the production of studies on the topic of homosexuality, we know more but it is 
still too little. The event produced by the emergence of the laws has put the research in 
front of an ill-defined object. An interdisciplinary research is essential to fully understand 
the mechanisms that lead to the registration, but we also call for a systematic country 
analysis that would be confronted. Laws and statistics can to some extent be compared in 
a standardized framework. What about historical and societal factors? The material it 
deals with is not easily reducible for comparison purposes but is the one that can explain 
differences or sustain similarities.  
Research must face also the quick changes of our societies. The laws are the first step 
towards a movement of recognition of homosexuality in a broader sense than just from a 
legal point of view. As previously mentioned, it’s difficult to measure the level of 
acceptance in an historically hostile population but there are few indications that can be 
perceived in the different areas. 
All the countries studied have decriminalised homosexuality at different periods, 
Denmark, once again, removing very early the ban on same-sex relations, from the 
relation itself to the same age of consent as heterosexuals’. It would be interesting to see 
                                                      
13 that used to be in four modes, single, married, divorced, widow. 
14 In a somewhat confusing way, the law of August 6, 2004 amending the disposition prohibiting the 
release of age and sex statistics, authorizes now the production by the recording administration, 
statistics on sex and mean age of couples registering a pacs. 
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the time elapsed between the decriminalisation and union's laws. The topic has been 
slightly raised by Guðný Björk Eydal and Kolbeinn Stefánsson but would worth to 
investigate in all the countries as an indicator of social awareness. This would allow 
measuring time individuals have had to incorporate, not yet the “normality” that same-
sex unions’ laws aim to institute but the lawfulness of their behaviours. 
In calling for extended studies before the passing of the laws, Nordic countries have made 
a huge work in analysing in-depth not only the question of the couple in the perspective of 
an union law but also the social condition of homosexuals and of the acceptance of 
homosexuality in general, in order to be able to give tracks to solve the problems listed, 
thus pointing out that the acceptance of homosexuality is not self-evident but will be the 
result of a long-term process, a continuous work. That a law which would let the 
individual manage all alone by its simple use is not enough but must be accompanied by 
measures which will create a favourable environment, a space of possible, to define. 
Thus, antidiscimination laws have preceded or followed, as well as anti-homophobia laws, 
instructions so that the school should present homosexuality a sexual behaviour like 
another. 
 
At some point, in the history of the laws, the importance of external factors has been 
called on, depending the countries. They remained to be investigated to see what role 
they could have played.  
It is still, for instance, very little known about the role of Aids. It has been surely 
important in the origin of the French law where the lawyers from the Aides association 
participated at the writing, but what about the Nordic countries where the laws appeared 
at the top of the epidemics? Among the Nordic countries, Denmark was the most affected, 
is it a hazard if the first law appeared there? In the drafting proposal of the law, Aids 
appeared as a grounds supporting reasons to reduce the multi-partner way of life in 
securing the couple relation15. In France, 10 years after, it was rather the daily life during 
the disease and the destiny of the remaining partner that were put in front.  
A probably important source of information has also not yet been investigated. Gay and 
lesbian associations have played an important role in the appearance of the laws. They 
intervened at different levels, as representatives of the homosexual community, at the 
national level when consulted or lobbying but also at the international level as exchanging 
news and experiences in between them. The role of the Danish National Gay and Lesbian 
Association16 is paramount in the passing of the Danish law or the one of Samtökin’7817, 
very important in regards to the quick progresses made by the Icelandic government 
towards the situation and the rights of homosexuals in Iceland.  
 
All the countries with same-sex unions’ laws are recognised as countries with decreasing 
religious influence. However, all the original laws passed without the agreement of the 
Church, neither the Protestant Nordic countries with State Church nor the Catholic 
France, which however produced the less progressive law. None of the Scandinavian 
countries, where the Church ministers are legally entitled to perform marriage, has 
authorized the registration of the act, nor permitted a religious celebration of the 
registered partnerships. It’s only recently that, once again the pioneer, Denmark 
officially, followed more informally by Iceland or Norway, offered a possibility of Church 
blessing, left to the will of the minister. The Danish committee of Bishops that opened the 
Church Blessing to registered partners processed to real historicisation of the religious 
texts and advocated their obsolescence in the context of our society to finally find 
“neither theological nor general moral objections to homosexual practice that are 

                                                      
15 Nielsen, Linda.- "Family Rights and the Registered Partnership in Denmark".- International Journal 
of Law and the Family, n°4, 1990, p. 298. 
16 http://www.lbl.dk/ 
17 http://www.samtokin78.is/ 
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tenable”18. On her side, Ragnhild Schanke has closely investigated biblical texts dealing 
with same-sex relationships to show how translations in our modern languages have 
altered the meaning of them. In her demonstration, this is clear that a possibility to 
restore original meanings will deprive most of the arguments against homosexuality 
rejoining the conclusion of the Danish bishops. 
If the importance of the Danish Church Statement is reckoned, information is still lacking 
on the possible consequences on individuals’ behaviours. Even in the Scandinavian 
countries where people belong to the Lutheran State Church by birth, it’s difficult to 
evaluate the role of the Church in everyday life. It is said that the secularisation process is 
far behind and well integrated but still religious belief shaped the society deeply and got 
long-term consequences. In Iceland, in 2003, only 2,39% of the population is identified in 
the population registers as not belonging to any religious movement (86 % are belonging to 
the Lutheran State Church) and more than 82% of heterosexual marriages are performed 
by the Church (in 2003, 1214 ecclesiastic marriages for 259 civil marriages)19, but there is 
a clear decline in the marriage rates20. Danish, Icelandic, Norwegian and Swedish Churches 
allow Church blessing and Norwegian State church accepted last year the idea of same-sex 
adoptions. Swedish church is now discussing about celebrating registered partnerships. It 
seems like there, the secularisation of Church in its public function has been realised 
without damaging its symbolic aspect. 
Will an opening of religious statements on homosexuality bring more confidence for the 
people to come out? It is of course only one of the aspects of the social environment in 
which an individual must fit and live.  
 
 
The individual and its behaviour 
Behaviours are thus to be replaced in their context and considered with the possibilities 
offered. Studies on homosexual behaviours in general being mostly focused on sexuality in 
the context of Aids or among the homosexual community which is visible, little is known 
of the rest of the population, those who are living far from big cities and have no choice 
than part with society as it is.  
As it has been previously mentioned, surveys among the gay community have shown that 
the proportion of homosexuals living in a steady relationship progressed with the rise of 
exclusive relations (with or without cohabitation). This tendency must have a social 
meaning that can be read through a sociological grid revealed by recent changes. Looking 
at the different social factors that interfere in the social process of the coming out or that 
influence the integration in the society (such as cohabitation, social life with the family, 
colleagues and neighbours, etc.), it is unlikely that the trend will reverse, more probably 
the heterosexual behaviours will make one step towards a standardisation of behaviours. 
It is clear that the emergence of laws is paramount to make acknowledge the existence of 
homosexuality. However, a study of the symbolic meanings attached to the content of the 
laws has already revealed the ambivalence of them, Wilfried Rault and Jens Rydström in 

                                                      
18 (section 2.5. and chapter 4). “The registered partnership/homosexual relationship is in the opinion 
of the committee not in conflict with Christian teaching and moral. The committee has not found 
that the general ethic arguments adduced against homosexual practice are tenable. The committee 
reckons the biblical statements against the practice of homosexuality among the Bible's culturally 
conditioned historic statements which do not have normative character. The committee does not 
find that the 'orders of creation'-theology inspired by Luther is tenable such as it has been advanced 
in these contexts where it has been applied to let the traditional marriage stand out as the only 
acceptable Christian framework around common life, sexual life, and formation of the family”. 
English summary : Registreret partnerskab, samliv og velsignelse.- Rapport fra et af biskopperne 
nedsat udvalg vedrørende kirkelig velsignelse af registreret partnerskab.- Århus: Udgivet af Århus 
Stift 1997. 
19 Hagstofa Íslands,- Landshagir 2003,- Hagskýrslur‚ Islands IIIm 96. 
20 In Iceland, the most recent cohorts marry less than the previous ones (less than 75% of women born 
around 1965 versus more than 85% ten year earlier) and at a later age (over 28 year-old versus less 
than 24 before). [Conseil de l’Europe, Annuaire démographique 2003] 
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particular have started to investigate in this direction. This has also lead to understand 
why a law can’t simply favour or influence the social recognition of behaviours diverging 
from the majority in societies based on the accordance to the norm, especially when 
people are used to adjust their behaviours to this norm. From one hand, it is by creating a 
recognized group, a community on which one could (or not) be relying on but thanks to 
which the existence with the sight of all became viable, that homosexuals, especially 
gays, succeeded in freeing from the complex of difference. It gives at least the choice to 
refer to or disappear in the mass, or both. On the other hand, the visibility thus brought 
might endanger the slow progress made in a non-prepared society. What is complex and 
somewhat frustrating is that the ongoing process needs always more involvements.  
The great diversity of homosexual living modes (with an exclusive partner or not, in 
cohabitation or not) and the scarcity of social and material engagements of the partners 
are part of the characteristics of homosexual way of life. The absence of social legitimacy 
could partly explain the fragility of the homosexual relation. The wish to stick to the 
particularity of the free spirit of “open gay life” could be as well. One would talk of a way 
of life that is now threaten by the marriage and registration laws, but as Henning Bech has 
demonstrated, are part of a process initiated earlier on and that could have precisely 
result in the creation of the laws21. Perhaps the establishment of a different law for same-
sex unions, especially in the Nordic countries, which is nearly the same than the marriage 
law, is an acknowledged defeat of the pioneering generation of liberated gays, the law 
being copied on the marriage and not offering even all its advantages (the parenting) and 
not taking into account the specificity of the homosexual ways of life. The law integrating 
in standardizing, and here, standardizing downwards. 
In the actual situation, in between a slow progress towards more acceptation and more 
visibility through legal process, Jean Yves Le Talec depicts the “gay identity”, under 
crisis, in search, through some excesses and sometimes critics, of a reappropriation of the 
self. Everything goes like if we were in the middle of a process, admittedly slow, that will 
change the society, and, consequently, what is not any longer the Community. 
 
 
A moving society 
 
One learns a lot from the past but also may look forward the future. This is not impossible 
that a lot will be learnt in a near future from the existence of homosexual families and 
the discussions around them. All the laws but the opening of the marriage in The 
Netherlands have passed, leaving aside the field of parenting, considering in one sense 
that it was two different topics, marriage being disconnected from filiation. This is what 
has made possible the adoption of the laws close to marriage, the parenting being solved 
-or not- in different laws. 
Nordic countries once again have pioneered the field. Extensive multidisciplinary surveys 
have been conducted by the Swedes in order to legalize adoption, including international 
adoption, by same-sex registered partners22 and also to a lesser extent, the Icelanders 
with their new report on the legal situation of homosexuals23. It is clear that the new 
challenge is the parenting question, although the Swedes are now tackling the opening of 
marriage (but they have already ruled in first the parenting). This was one of the major 
points of discussion in the debates, the State securing the passing of the laws in avoiding 
the question, the Gay and Lesbian associations regretting the lack of debates, the 
situation of the associations there being quite ambiguous and not unanimous.  

                                                      
21 Bech, Henning.- When men meet: Homosexuality and modernity [Når mænd møtes].- 
Cambridge/Oxford: Polity Press/Blackwell, 1997.- 314 p. 
22 SOU 2001:10.- Barn i homosexuella familjer: Betänkande från kommittén i homosexuella familjer.- 
Stockholm: Justitiedepartementet, 2001.- 554 p. + 194 p. 
23 Nefnd sem forsætisráðherra skipaði til að kanna réttarstöðu samkynhneigðs fólks.- Skýrsla nefndar 
um réttarstöðu samkynhneigðra.- Reykjavík: Ágúst, 2004.- 133 p. 
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The fact is that homo-parent families exist and are outside the law, with more damaging 
effects than those to the couple, parental authority and all what goes with being only 
given to the biological parent. One moves away the ideological conception of the family, 
but sticks to the reality of life. This is this practical question that the Nordic countries 
have tackled in the best interest of the child. The Icelanders have been the first to grant 
parental authority and fostering to the partner of a single parent in 1996, then Denmark, 
Iceland and Norway have amended their laws to authorize secondary adoption for the 
parent’s partner later on. The Swedes have gone one step further in 2002 granting full 
adoption to same-sex registered partners, including the international adoption. The 
Swedish State, confident with its scientifically and socially based report, has decided once 
again to integrate. What will be the effects abroad? As it stands now, all the Nordic 
countries allow secondary adoption which doesn’t seem to challenge the foundations of 
society as the opponents of same-sex marriage laws had threaten a decade or so earlier. 
By the means of this necessary measure, the State has taken again its control over the 
behaviours, since the adoption is conditioned with the registering of the partnership, and 
if the heterosexual couple can have recognition of filiation apart from the marriage, it is 
not the same for the homosexual couple. However, the Swedish State is going further in 
its decisions to frame the behavioural choice of the society. 
Remains now, the inclination of parenting of homosexual couples. In this area, there are 
more studies at our disposal, mainly made on lesbian motherhood, especially in Northern 
America. It appeared now that the homosexual families have as much as configurations 
than the heterosexual family. Children from previous heterosexual unions, biological 
children from medically assisted procreation, which is legal for single –or not- women in 
many countries, single adoption, and now joint-adoption. The legalisation and protection 
of the child through the registering of the union should be a strong incentive to 
registration, until the State decides the union is not anymore a State construction to 
protect family.  
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